
80 iconic years led by Bosch Hammers.
                Paving way for best in class efficiency.

80 years of Bosch hammers have delivered breakthrough innovations and set 
worldwide standards in drilling and chiseling. Since the launch of the first 
hammer in 1932, our hammers have contributed daily to build and renovate 
major structures worldwide in a faster and safer way.  Bosch Hammers are 
engineered to help professionals achieve the highest possible efficiency.  
For professionals from professionals.

www.bosch-pt.asia

Robert Bosch Limited
Power Tools Division
www.bosch-pt.asia

80 years of hammer expertise and breakthrough innovations.

SDS-plus Rotary and Demolition Hammers

Large Rotary and Demolition Hammers, Breakers

Fast and easy bit change, Vibration Control, highest removal rate and high impact energy, efficient Li-Ion technology, dust 
free and compact hammers, a wide accessory range and the most comprehensive hammer range for construction sites, 
Bosch continually innovates to arm you today with the most efficient and reliable solutions for drilling and chiseling.



Market launch of 
the first demolition 
hammer with rotary 
hammer mechanism.
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For the first time, 
Bosch builds an 
adjustable 
overload clutch 
on the 11 kg 
hammer.

Bosch invents 
the SDS-plus 
tool holder.

The first 2 kg 
hammer in the 
world.

The world’s 
first cordless 
rotary hammer.

Bosch invents 
the SDS-max 
tool holder.

Bosch introduces 
worldwide the first 
hammer with turbo 
power for even 
faster removal rate.

The first hammer 
with Vibration 
Control.

First cordless rotary 
hammer with the 
power of corded.

The highest  
removal rate in  
the 16 kg class.

The World’s most 
powerful electrical 
breaker.

The best Bosch 2 kg 
hammer ever! Now 
with more power and 
vibrtion control.

The fast all-rounder with Vibration Control
� Fastest drilling rate in its class thanks to its 1150 W motor and 
    powerful hammer mechanism

� SDS-max: comfort for easy and fast bit changes with one hand

� Vibration Control (10 m/s2 for drilling, 8 m/s2 for chiseling) for 
    more efficiency and user comfort and safety

The most compact solution for dust free drilling
� Convenient working due to particularly compact design

� Integrated, removable dust extraction unit for clean, dust-free working

� Convenient working even overhead due to particularly compact design

NEW! GBH 2-20 DRE Professional
Power and speed in a compact combination
� Powerful 600 W motor with 1.7J impact energy for the 
    fastest drilling in compact class

� Versatile, light weight hammer with chiseling function

� Robust design with power ribs for durability and long life

NEW! GBH 2-28 DFV Professional
The best Bosch 2kg Hammer ever
� Powerful 850W motor for best power performance ratio  

� Premium 2kg hammer with vibration control counter-balancer 

� Robust ribs design with metal covered gearbox for superior 
    lifetime and durability 

The most compact cordless rotary hammer for effortless drilling
� Best performance to weight ratio in the 18 volt class

� Unbeatable runtime for longer productivity

� Compact DIN A4 size body for optimum and fatigue free handling

GBH 2-23 REA Professional
NEW! GSH 5X Professional 
Fast & Furious - The chipping specialist
� The combination of high impact force of 6.8 Joule and optimum 
    1025W motor  ensures good chiseling performance

� The new improved impact mechanism ensures fast removing of 
    tiles and concrete 

� Insulation area on hammer pipe protects user on chipping 
    application

GBH 5-40 DCE Professional

NEW! GSH 27 VC Professional 
The world's most powerful electrical breaker
� Highest removal rate (tons/h) in class: at least 50% higher removal    
    rate than key competitors

� Lowest vibrations in class: 8 m/s2 (25% less than competitor) 
    due to longer air cushion impact mechanism and Decoupled handle

� Long lifetime & low maintenance due to high-quality aluminium and  
    steel components

GBH 36 V-LI Compact professional 

NEW! GBH 18 V-LI Professional 

Unbeatably light- as powerful as corded
� As powerful as corded: up to 100 drilled holes (6 x 40 mm in concrete) 
    with one battery charge, ideal for indoor use

� With a weight of only 2.9 kg, it is ideally suitable for overhead work

� Bosch Vibration Control for fatigue-free working

80 years of hammer expertise and 
breakthrough innovations.

Since the launch of the first hammer in 1932, Bosch hammers have consistently developed new solutions to increase 
your efficiency on the construction site: from the most compact solution for dust-free drilling with the GBH 2-23 REA 
Professional, through optimum Bosch Li-Ion cordless convenience or the more powerful  2 kg hammer with Vibration 
Control GBH 2-28 DFV Professional to the world’s most powerful breaker GSH 27 VC Professional, Bosch arms you with 
the most innovative and comprehensive hammer range that guarantees professional results for your every job!


